
Email 1

Come get your knife lovin’
No knife sharpening tips today.

Just a quick announcement:

Buy our knives and sharpening blocks for 10% off the list price (that’s 
a double discount in some cases)... until [DAY] at [TIME + TIME ZONE].

Since the discount is for subscribers only, you’ll need to use this code 
at checkout: [INSERT CODE]

Here’s where to get your knife lovin’:

[URL]

[NAME].

P.S. if you are wondering…

“Salma, are your knives and sharpening blocks any good? Are they 
really worth the investment?”

Then here are a few (unsolicited) testimonials from our customers:

“We cut meat a lot at home and this stone helps us to save a lot of 
time! My wife is more energetic in the kitchen since she learned how to 
sharpen with this. Many thanks for this product!”

— Jason D

“I used an electric sharpener for years that didn’t even come close to 
the blade sharpness I got with this stone.”

— Aydan



“(The knife) is very sharp, nicely balanced, and the handle has a non-
slip grip that reduces the likelihood of accidents. It handles all tasks with 
ease. It's the best knife of its type that I have ever used!”

— Richie P



Email 2

Last call, sale ends tonight
“Are your blocks for sharpening kitchen knives only?”

That’s a question we get asked on a daily basis.

And the answer is no... you can also use them for:

• Scissors

• Pocket knives

• Chisels

• Straight razors

And pretty much anything with a straight edge that needs to be razor 
sharp. One customer even uses his stone to sharpen a hunting knife.

Anyway…

Regardless of your hobbies... here's how to use a whetstone so you 
can cut, slice and dice with effortless grace:

• Keep the blade at a 20-degree angle to the stone

• Use a light grip and let the stone do the work

• Hone your knives on a weekly basis

And if it’s your first time…

Practice on an old knife and use our eBook to guide you. It’s free with 
every whetstone. Plus...

If you order today you’ll get 10% off. The offer is for email 
subscribers only (and includes all Sharp Pebble products).



But hurry… the doors close at [TIME + TIME ZONE] tonight.

Here’s your discount code:

[INSERT CODE]

To take advantage, copy the code and head on over to:

[URL]

[NAME].


